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ABSTRACT. The concept of place is introduced and an orientation to place literature is
provided. Following the introduction, an overview is given of the papers in this special issue
of Forest Science. The papers included in this issue were presented at the 2000 International
Symposium on Society and Resource Management in Bellingham, Washington. FOR.SCI.
49(6):819-821.
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T

HE CONCEPTS OF sense of

place, attachment to place,
and place-based planning are appearing more frequently in academic literature, agency publications,
and the popular press. Sense of place values are important
components of the way people appreciate, enjoy. and value
theenvironment(Ehrendfeld 1993,Norton and Hannon 1997).
Academic and agency researchersand resource managers are
using a variety of methods to explore the meanings, experiences, and actions that enable us to understand place and
people's relation to their environments. These concepts are
being used to developtools and h e w o r k s that incorporate
this understanding into planning and management. The a p
plicability of these concepts is apparent in frameworks and
tools developed by agencies such as tbe USDA Forest Service (Eght et al. 2000) and the Environmental Protection
Agency ~ v i r o n m e n t a Protection
l
Agency 2002). In this
special section, we pment a co11ection of snidies that help
illustrate and define concepts related to place.
The place-related papers here were presented at the 2000 .
International Symposiumon Society and ResourceManagement (ISSRM) in Bellingham. Washington. Since 1986,
ISSRM has convened on a biennial basis to bring natural
resource managers and social scientists together in discussionsand demonstrations of how social science can improve
resource management decision-making. The quantity of pa-

pers related to place at the 2000 symposium demonstratesthe
high degree of interest and quality of auention being paid to
this topic.
For those unfamiliar with literature on place, a brief
introduction is in order- Agnew and Duncan (1989. p. 2)
describe three ways place has been used in social theory. As
locution, place can mean ''the spatial distribution of social
and economic activities" that results from different costs of
doing business in different places. Place as locale, on the
otber hand, provides the setting or backdrop for everyday
activity. Sense ofplace involves individualor group identification with a place resulting from interaction with it AIthough these concepts are often seen as competing and
incompatible, Agnew and Duncan (1989) argue that place
simul-ly
encompasses all three aspects.
Pred (1984) views place as aprocess of transf-g
and
appqxiating nature and space, simultaneous with and inseparable from the m m s f m t i o n and reproductionof &ety. Thus, place can be nnderstood as process ratber tbaa
some&hg "out therense~paratefrom,or that can be separated
from, the people who create a .define it throngh their dayto-day experiences.
Peh.ich(1984,p.67)~11ggeststhemost~tgspectof
the " s p e c i W n of places is a holistic characteristic that
involves past experience and social and cultural meanings
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identified with the place such that the place "elicits an
appreciation and attachment beyond the obsemable features
of the landscape." Thus, toknow orunderstand place requires
us to look at place from a perspective that encompasses and
can illuminate meaning and action. Meanings are expressed
through enactment and engagement, which are social activities and thus observableand apprehendableusing an interpretive methodology.
Krannich et al. (1994) found that understanding symbolic
dimensions of environments is critical to understanding the
implicationsof environmentalchangeand why conflicts over
resource management become so contentious. Others have
noted the importance of recognizing the socially constructed
meanings associated with settings and locations people care
about (Brandenburgand Carroll 1995, Greiderand Garkovich
1994, Kemmis 1990).
However, place is defined, many social scientists(Bengston
1994,Brandenburgand Carroll 1995,Wfiamsand Patterson
1996) agree that research has focused more on tangible and
instrumental meanings while neglecting historic, cultural,
and spiritual meanings. They argue that conflicts over resource management are related to an almost exclusive relianceon the predominantWestern approach toscience(Enhikin
1991, OK 1992, Sagoff 1992 a,b), whicb has led to an
oversimplification of meanings and vaIues (Bengston 1994,
Wilkinson 1992). The limited perspective that results can be
traced to the tendency to choose theories and methods that
favor technical and instrumentalknowledgeover interpretive
and social knowledge- Economic values and narrowly defined empirical variables have been counted and measured
while other values and meanings have been discounted or
disregarded as "nonempirical."
Managers are seeking ways to incorporatethis knowledge
of place into resource planning and management, and social
scientists (Brandenburg and Carroll 1995, Bmnson et al.
1996, Mitchell et al. 1993) have called for tools and conceptualframeworksthat allow managers to access,assess,inventory and monitor socioculturalmeanings of places in order to
i m t e socially relevant meanings into social inquiry
and planning processes. These new tools would supplement
current approaches to accommodate participation by diverse
interests and inclusion and integration of various types of
la~wiedge.For example, significant attention is being focused on the role of place and its influence on people's
recreation and tourism choices and experiences (Bricker and
Kerstetten 2000, Bridgers 2000) and the acceptability of
resourcemanagementdecisions (Chenget al. 2003). Managers are &ding ways to record and map local knowledge,
meaningsof places, and othersocial and cultural information
and use this knowledge in planning and management.
The papers in this special issue present a variety of
perspectives on place and the relations people have with
places. They recognize and further tfie potential of place
research to inform forest policy, planning, and management.
In the hrst article, Stedman presents an overview of the
place-based rarearch and proposes a compendium of quantitative reseatcb that could helpdevelop sense of place as a
useful management tool. He pleads for gmater complexity

and theoreticalrichness in measurement related to studies of
place. He clarifies themes explored in sezl~eof place literatureand suggeststhe themes shouldbereflectedmore strongly
in research. Stedman suggests that by following his suggestions, concepts associated with place can be made more
accessible and user friendly, and thus increase the utility of
place as a management tool for resource managers.
Williams and Vaske focus on the measurement theme
as they evaluate psychometric properties of a place attachment measure and examine the validity and generalizability
of place attachment. Data from sttidents at two universities
and visitors to a national park and a national recreation
area were analyzed and compared. The authors found that
attachment increased in relation td increasing frequency
of visitation, perceived familiarity, and the belief that the
place was specid.
Cheng and Daniels address the interactions between geographicscale, stakehoiderp~pation,and individual stakeholder ways of knowing. The authors identify three factors
they suggest affect developmentof shared ways of knowing.
They ask,"How does geographic scale affect working relations in a collabcmtive stakeholder process?" In their article
they identify patterns of ways of knowing at different geographic scales and describe how these patterns may affect
development of s h a d un-ing.
The article draws
from a comparative study of two watershed councils in
western Oregon. The authors hope that improved understandingof tbeeffect of diierent geographic scalesand ways
of knowing may help managers design more robust collaborative processes. These authors support Williams and Vaske
in a call for additional research to further understanding of
place attachment, factors that influence attachments, and
attachments that influence attitudes toward land management and participation in planning processes.
While much research has focused on shared meanings and
using pIace-based approaches to achieve common ground,
Yung, Freidmund, and Belsky demonstratethat hcan be
multiple and conflicting meanings and many sensesof place
for the same place. The authors examine people's images,
values, and interests related to the Rocky Mountain Front in
Montana. By examining discourse about place names, the
authors explore how place meanings are connected to ideas
about property, comervation, and governance. The autbors
suggest knowledge of the politics of place can help managers
understand natural resource conflict and better evaluate potential effectiveness of decision-making processes. They
emphasize that understandingcontestedmeanings of place is
important for managers because sense of place and place
meanings are often connected to attitudes and expectations
about appropriate and inappropriate management or use.
Managers need to be aware of both shared and contested
meanings. Paying attention to differences, the authors suggest, may lead to more productive dialogue.
Clark and Stein combine measures of place attachment
and sense of place with measures of community attachment
to examine attitudesand behavior of residentstoward nearby
areas. In their Florida study they find the physical natural
landscape important to how some people relate to their

community. They find that both landscape-oriented and
socially oriented people are interested in the management of
public lands and have high levels of community attachment.
The authors suggest that residents view public lands as part
of the overall community rather than something separate
h m the community.
In the final paper, Moore and Scott also examine the
relations that people develop with a nearby area. They focus
more specifically on the extent to which people become
attached to a specfic site versusits larger setting. The authors
compare user attachment to a large metropolitan park near
Cleveland, Ohio, wid attachment to a trail witbin the par%
They also examine the extent to which proximity, frequency
of use, activity type, and activity commitment relate to
attachment. Moore and Scott suggest that managers identify
special places and manage themcarefully in orderto improve
user satisfaction and community relations. Residents in close
proximity to a place have particular potential as vduntems
and members of partnerships and fiiends groups. These
people are also most likely tobecome activeopponentsif tbey
sense that what they valw about the place is at risk.
The papers in this special section provide a range of
approaches to and perspectives on place research. We hope
that the variety represented helps raise awarenessof the topic
amongresmrcbersand managers and stimulatesfurtherwork
in this area.
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